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Abstract 
Today, people benefit from utilizing data mining technolo-
gies, such as association rule mining methods, to find valu-
able knowledge residing in a large amount of data. However, 
they also face the risk of exposing sensitive or confidential 
information, when data is shared among different organiza-
tions. Thus, a question arises: how can we prevent that sen-
sitive knowledge is discovered, while ensuring that ordinary 
non-sensitive knowledge can be mined to the maximum ex-
tent possible. In this paper, we address the problem of pri-
vacy preserving in association rule mining from the perspec-
tive of multi-objective optimization. A new hiding method 
based on evolutionary multi-objective optimization (EMO) 
is proposed and the side effects generated by the hiding pro-
cess are formulated as optimization goals.  EMO is used to 
find candidate transactions to modify so that side effects are 
minimized. Comparative experiments with exact methods 
on real datasets demonstrated that the proposed method can 
hide sensitive rules with fewer side effects. 

Introduction   
Data often need to be shared among different organizations 
during business collaboration in order to gain more recip-
rocal interests. People can utilize data mining techniques to 
extract useful knowledge from the shared large data collec-
tion. However, despite its benefits to business decision 
making, data mining technology could also pose the threat 
of disclosing sensitive knowledge to other parties. To ad-
dress this issue, a feasible solution is to modify the original 
database in some way so that the sensitive knowledge can 
not be mined out. In this paper, we focus on privacy pre-
serving in association rule mining. Modification could lead 
to non-sensitive rules also to be concealed. The challenge 
is how to hide the sensitive rules while the non-sensitive 
ones still can be mined out in the modified database to the 
largest extent possible. 

Atallah et al. (Atallah et al. 1999) first proposed the pro-
tection algorithm for data sanitization and proved the opti-
mal solution to this problem is NP-hard. Dasseni (Dasseni 
et al. 2001) and Verikios (Verikios et al. 2004) extended 
the itemset hiding to association rules and proposed three 
heuristic hiding approaches, i.e., algorithm 1.a, 1.b, 2.a and 
2.b. These approaches hide sensitive rules by deleting or 
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inserting items to decrease the supports or confidences of 
sensitive rules below the specified thresholds. Amiri 
(Amiri 2007) proposed heuristic algorithms to hide itemset 
(not rules) by removing transactions or items, in terms of 
the number of sensitive and non-sensitive itemsets related. 
Although the rule hiding problem well beholds the charac-
teristic of multi-objective optimization, as far as we know, 
there is no related work to solve this problem from a multi-
objective optimization point view.  

In view of this, we adopted the evolutionary multi-
objective optimization (EMO) algorithm to solve this prob-
lem. The side effects were formulated as optimization 
goals to be minimized. The model we adopted to modify 
database and hide rules was to remove selected items in 
identified transactions which support sensitive rules, so 
that sensitive rules could escape the mining in the modified 
database at some predefined thresholds. 

The main contribution of this paper is as follows. First 
we took the rule hiding problem as a multi-objective opti-
mization process and adopted the EMO method to solve it 
for the first time. Secondly, compared with deterministic 
methods, the proposed hiding approach based on EMO can 
hide all sensitive rules with fewer side effects in most cases 
at the cost of more running time.  

Problem Formulation 
The rule hiding problem can be formulated as follows.  

! D: The original transactional database. 
! MST: the minimum relative support threshold. 
! MCT: the minimum confidence threshold. 
! R: the set of rules mined from D with given MST, 

MCT.  
! RS: a set of sensitive rules to be hidden, and RS⊂R.  
The hiding problem is to transform D into a sanitized da-

tabase D’ such that only the rules belong to R\RS can be 
mined from D’. Let R’ denote the strong rules mined from 
sanitized database D’. 
 There are three possible side effects after transforming D 
into D’. The sensitive rules subset which is not hidden in 
the modified database D’ is called as S-N-H (Sensitive 
rules Not Hidden). S-N-H = }'|{ s RrRr ∈∈ . Some of non-
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Dataset MCT |R| 
Side effects: (|S-N-H|, |N-S-L|, |S-F-G|) 

NSGA-II 
-RH 

SMS-EMO 
-RH 1.a 1.b 2.a 2.b 

Mushroom 
MST=5% 

0.6 849 (0,7,1) (0,7,1) (0,7,0) (0,16,1) (0,9,1) (0,9,1) 

0.7 678 (0,10,0) (0,9,0) (0,10,0) (0,13,0) (0,12,0) (0,12,0) 

0.8 560 (0,4,0) (0,5,0) (0,10,0) (0,5,0) (0,5,0) (0,6,0) 

0.9 461 (0,2,0) (0,3,0) (0,12,0) (0,4,0) (0,4,0) (0,10,0) 

BMS-WebView-1 
MST=0.1% 

0.3 325 (0,3,0) (0,4,0) (0,7,0) (0,4,0) (0,4,0) (0,11,0) 

0.4 131 (0,1,0) (0,1,0) (0,4,0) (0,1,0) (0,1,0) (0,5,0) 

0.5 34 (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,5,0) 

0.6 11 (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,1,0) 

BMS-WebView-2 
MST=0.3% 

0.3 482 (0,7,0)  
(0,6,1) 

(0,12,0) 
(0,6,1) (0,9,0) (0,18,0) (0,12,0) (0,13,0) 

0.4 283 (0,5,0)  
(0,4,1) 

(0,8,0) 
(0,4,1) 

(0,8,0) (0,13,0) (0,9,0) (0,10,0) 

0.5 112 (0,6,0) (0,6,0) 
(0,3,2) 

(0,8,0) (0,6,1) (0,6,1) (0,7,1) 

0.6 29 (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,2,0) (0,2,0) (0,2,0) (0,3,0) 

  
Table 1. Comparison of side effects with different MCTs to hide 5 sensitive rules 

sensitive rules are falsely hidden and lost/missing in the 
modified database D’, which is denoted as N-S-L (Non-
Sensitive rules Lost). N-S-L= }'|{ N RrRr ∉∈ .In addition, 
some rules falsely generated in sanitized database D’ is 
marked as S-F-G (Spurious rules Falsely Generated). S-F-
G= }|'{ RrRr ∉∈ . Thus, the sensitive rules hiding task can 
be formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem: 

Minimize f = [ | S-N-H |, | N-S-L |, | S-F-G | ]  

The EMO-based Hiding Method 
The sensitive rules are hidden by removing items to de-
crease their support or confidence below the thresholds 
MCT or MST. We need to solve two problems before data-
base modification. 

1) Find suitable transactions to be modified in the 
database.  

2) Determine which items to be removed in each 
identified transaction.  

We adopted the selection mechanism of the NSGA II al-
gorithm (Deb et al. 2002) and SMS-EMO (Beume et al. 
2007) respectively to solve the first problem. We named 
the two EMO-based methods as NSGA-II-RH and SMS-
EMO-RH. For the second problem, the selected item to 
remove is the one which corresponds to the consequent 
part of the sensitive rule in the identified transaction and 
beholds the highest support/frequency.  

In order to improve the quality of population, two spe-
cific devised solutions in the first generation are created by 
the heuristic way to accelerate the convergence speed. 

Performance Evaluations 
We tested the proposed algorithm on three representative 
real databases. The population size is 40 and the maximum 
generation is 100. 5 sensitive rules were selected randomly 
for each dataset to perform hiding task. Table 1 shows the 

experiment result on the above three datasets with various 
MCTs. We compared the two EMO-based hiding ap-
proaches with four heuristic methods proposed by Dasseni 
(Dasseni et al. 2001) and Verikios (Verikios et al. 2004). 
As indicated in Table 1, the EMO-based method could 
achieve better results in most cases. Note that 1.a used the 
strategy of adding items to hide rules. All other methods 
adopted the strategy of removing items. 

Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose an EMO-based method to solve 
the association rule hiding problem. NSGA-II and SMS-
EMO were utilized respectively to drive the evolution pro-
cess forward. Comparative experiments demonstrated that 
EMO-based methods can effectively hide all sensitive rules 
with fewer side effects. 
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